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Healthcare professional Lori-Ann Rickard reveals the simple and practical answers that only an insider has learned. Spin
Your Healthcare Your Way through ObamaCare with her lead.Easy Health care: ObamaCare gives you the secrets zero
outsider would guess such as for example:•What Medicaid growth is and how it impacts you•What healthcare changes
are already in place•What ObamaCare opportinity for little businesses•What ObamaCare opportinity for seniors•What
ObamaCare means for you if you curently have insurance•What a healthcare exchange is and how exactly to use oneThis
guide reveals how ObamaCare impacts you and your family.With over 30 years of encounter in the health care industry,
HealthSpin founder Lori-Ann Rickard puts you in control so you can Spin Your Healthcare THE RIGHT PATH! Lori-Ann
Rickard offers you The Bottom Line.
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Extremely helpful! Has all the meats of a textbook minus the weight. Answers all of your questions and I really like the
bottom line sections at the end of every chapter detailing the essential points to remember. Super helpful book about a
very confusing topic. This is such as a manual to ObamaCare, created objectively, concisely, and completely." Highly
recommend to anyone struggling to wade through their healthcare insurance . As stated in Lori-Ann Rickard's summary,
"Whether you are for or against it, everyone should comprehend the basics of regulations and how exactly it affects
them and themselves... I purchased this book to greatly help answer a query for a member of family about a health
insurance concern. This book gave me a clear answer. Highly recommend to anyone struggling to wade through their
health care insurance choices. Rickard breaks the subject down and helps it be very approachable. Ms. I've struggled
with understanding ObamaCare, and this book lays it all away there in layman's terms. Also debunks the myths
everybody discusses like death panels or not spending money on senior's healthcare. I must say i liked how she
explained insurance and health care exchanges - so helpful! Looking towards reading even more of her interesting books.
.. I bought this book and discovered it very helpful and easy to read. you the details you need to know to make good,
informed decisions on insurance This book offers you the information you need to know to make good, informed
decisions on insurance. This publication separates specifics from fiction and is simple to understand, which is not really
an easy thing to do when there is so much misinformation out there about this topic. Great read! Rickard did a great job
of earning this tough topic very clear. Overall, great read!Highly recommend! Looking towards reading other books by
this author. Five Stars Very informative! Recommend!. I'll probably review a few of her tips again before I apply this fall.
Great read! It's simple, gets to the point without using extra, unnecessary words, and it offers me quick, usable details
within my fingertips. I recommend! Extremely informative and factual! Very informative I needed to sign-up for the
healthcare exchange this season and I've been a bit nervous. Great book! Great read, extremely informative! Ms.
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